Child sex trafficking is an underground economy that
thrives here, and everywhere. How can we help those
who have been ignored for so long?
{Story by J. David McSwane / Photography and video by Dan Wagner}

Wearing only a sports bra and boxers, bruises on her back, the girl surged through the salon’s
door. Her feet were bare and bleeding from the race over asphalt, her speech a frenzied heave as
she spilled the secret of where she had been, what she had been doing.
Camille Johnson’s daughter confirmed the unthinkable.
For weeks, Johnson had searched these north Sarasota streets, knocking on doors in the early
morning, shouting in the rain, asking about her missing 17-year-old daughter, Wa-Das Crowle
(WAH-Dez CROU-lee). Everyone calls her Moe.
It was beyond frightening that Moe’s whereabouts and activities had been a mystery, for in this
segregated tract of Sarasota, news both good and bad spreads fast and far through blood ties and
marriage and church circles that connect nearly everyone by one degree. In this neighborhood,
the gossip collides at Johnson’s meager salon.
Johnson, a tall woman, now seems diminutive against the darkness she strains to remember. She
points to the Japanese sword in the corner, between the plastic cupboard and the partition. She
endeavors to explain why she clutched the sword, why she confronted her daughter’s abusers.
Two of her adult children, listening, gather the grandchildren and walk out into the night.

“One day,” Johnson says, “she called and said that she was OK, and I didn’t need to look for her.
It didn’t sound like my daughter.”
At the age of 14, Moe began an agonizing descent into drugs that confounded the rest of the
family. She dropped out of high school when she was 15. She would run away, then come home,
then run, more than 30 times, until finally, at 17, she didn’t return.
Friends told Johnson they had seen Moe in the pitch of early morning
and were startled by her provocative clothing and overall
metamorphosis. She seemed a bit too skinny, they said, a ghostly
imitation of the girl who watched Saturday morning cartoons and
spent much of the year pining for the Sarasota County Fair.
Someone told Johnson her daughter was staying in Janie’s Garden, a
new public housing complex next to the railroad tracks.
“Whenever I tried to go out and find out what apartment she was in,”
Johnson says, “no one would answer the door.”
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Then came the day when Moe returned, screaming inside the salon, the story shooting out of her
like a grand finale, each detail more jarring than the last. The rumors were true.
It was 2011, in the spring. Moe had been only blocks away from Johnson’s salon, a 15-minute
walk down Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Way, a blighted thoroughfare that cuts through Sarasota’s
black neighborhood and intersects with the oppressive clamor of highways on each end.
She was being sold to middle-aged men who paid in cash and drugs. Her abusers had found in a
vulnerable girl a renewable supply for a perverse demand that exists here, as it does everywhere.
The next day, after Moe told Sarasota police what had happened, Johnson grabbed the katana,
loading it into her car along with Moe. She told the girl to take her to the house where it
happened.
“I wanted to kill them,” Johnson says.
Moe’s introduction is typical of those suffering in this underground economy.
Identifying an official term for what happened to Moe is a matter of debate and conscience. It’s
different under federal law, varying from state to state, city to city, police officer to police
officer. Some are swift to label it child prostitution, an unfortunate choice of profession by
someone under the age of 18. Others call it sex trafficking or sex slavery or — safely —
exploitation of a child.
The semantics are crucial as prosecutors and detectives face an increasingly common American
question: Is she a criminal or a victim?

Most social workers who have worked with prostituted children oppose this idea. Treating
victims of such immense abuse as criminals creates more problems, they say, and the effects are
lasting and profound. The treatment of trafficked children as criminals often keeps them from
receiving specialized mental health services, and the practice creates a criminal record. Thus
begins what advocates describe as an inescapable cycle of criminality.
Victims become indistinguishable from criminals, even to themselves.
***
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Moe’s freedom came Dec. 19, two days before her 19th birthday, by bus from Milton to a
juvenile jail in Manatee County. There, with Moe’s sister and a cousin, Johnson waited for the
baby of the family.
Inside, Johnson sped through release paperwork as guards shuffled. From behind the metal
detectors emerged a young woman with short unkempt hair, in a pink shirt and pink shoes, with
an uneasy and broad smile that defied her smallness.

“That’s my baby!” the mother screamed as the two spilled out of the jail and locked onto each
other. “This is my baby. She’s home.”
The family drove to the salon, where a dozen friends and family waited to greet Moe with
offerings of potato salad, fried chicken and a succession of questions smoothed over with
caution, to skip like pebbles across the surface of … everything.
When did you cut your hair?	
  
How did you do on the G.E.D. test?
What are you doing for your birthday?
A banner — “Welcome home, Moe” —
heralded her return. Beneath it, Johnson
and the children locked hands, formed a
circle and jumped to the tune of their
elation.
“She’s home, she’s home, she’s home.”
“Oh, God,” her mother said, over and over
again, clinging to the moment. “I thank
God and Jesus.”
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Moe was home after 18 months of lockup,
during which she became an adult, one of her brothers died and her grandmother suffered a
stroke that relegated her to a wheelchair. Moe was bused down to provide testimony against her
abusers, but was unable to attend her brother’s funeral. With nowhere else for Moe’s rage to go,
it turned inward. She began cutting into her arms with a pencil. One lateral gash up her left arm
was devoted to her deceased brother, and on her hand, the initials “C.J.” paid tribute to the
mother she’d disappointed.
Moe was home, though it seemed she was somewhere else, too. The jumping died, and the noise
fell, and she finally spoke up.
“I don’t know,” she said, driving her left fist into her right palm, cracking the knuckles. “I don’t
know what to do.”
***

National child advocacy groups estimate at least 100,000 U.S. children are exploited by the
domestic sex trade each year. As many as 300,000 children are at risk of becoming sexual
commodities each year.

The numbers are as dubious as they are revealing. The wide-ranging estimate is not born of
spurious statistical manipulation or blind guesswork, but rather a simple and undeniable
limitation: There is no precise way to gauge how many children are being bartered and sold for
sex.
A deeper problem persists.
Nancy Winston says we can’t track something we haven’t been looking for. Winston is senior
director of Shared Hope International, a Washington state-based nonprofit pushing for better
state and federal laws that can work together to recover victims and punish perpetrators.
In the mid-2000s, Winston’s organization set out to identify the profile of a typical victim of
human trafficking in the U.S. Her assumptions painted typical Hollywood images: Foreigners.
Mexican workers and sex slaves taken by coyotes, or eastern European or Asian women
transported long distances in boats, rail cars and trucks by men smoking cigarettes in the
darkness.
Shared Hope researchers expected to find a thriving business in the trafficking of foreign
internationals, Winston says, “but they found mostly U.S. children.”
“I didn’t think it was so much of a problem here at home,” she says.
As it happens, almost no one did. The reasons clicked later. Due in part to significant federal and
state crackdowns on international traffickers of all types, vulnerable American children represent
less risk for those feeding the demands of the domestic sex trade, an industry generating tens of
billions of dollars annually.
The study found that most prostitutes who came into contact with law enforcement — about 85
percent of them do — were forced into this life when they were children. Thirteen is the average
age.
“Let’s think about what average means,” Winston says. “That means there are children younger
than 13. That means 8-, 9-, 10-year-olds.”
The signs are ubiquitous.
Cases slip through in newspaper briefs and local broadcasts. They surface in gossip circles at
church and high schools, where traffickers have been known to recruit. They are retold in rural
courtrooms in Ohio and in massive metropolitan cathedrals to justice in California and Oregon.
In Clark County, Nev., an entire weekly docket is devoted to juveniles charged with prostitution.
Florida, with the third-worst human trafficking problem after New York and Texas, is center
stage.

In Oakland Park, an industrial Fort
Lauderdale suburb, federal agents in 2011
encountered a brothel operated by a
married couple. Inside “The Boom Boom
Room,” as it was known, customers paid a
fee and were given a condom and a timer
and left alone with one of the brothel’s
eight teenagers, children as young as 13. A
16-year-old foster child testified that he
acted as security, while a 17-year-old girl
told a federal judge she was forced to have
sex with as many as 20 men a night.
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In nearby Miami, federal agents in 2012 charged four men with operating a prostitution ring. The
victims, ages 15 to 17, were in foster care because of previous physical or sexual abuse.
In Bradenton last year, a pimp named Eric Bell was convicted of running a prostitution ring with
underage girls lured from bus stops. Bell and an accomplice offered the girls a place to live, then
took sexually explicit photos to solicit clients on the Internet. The four victims recovered by
federal agents were between 15 and 17.
And then there was this illuminating week in May:
Two men were arrested in connection with a sex trafficking ring that included at least 16 victims
and stretched from Tampa to Sarasota. Three days later, also in the Tampa Bay region, four more
arrests were made, involving a separate trafficking ring. Again during the same week, 92 people
were arrested as part of a child sex sting in nearby Polk County. One of those arrested was a 15year-old girl, a runaway, transported to the bust by her pimp. The pimp’s name was tattooed on
her neck.
For those lured into this trade, the average life expectancy is seven years. But those who have
survived to tell their stories say these reports represent only a fraction of the cases that transpire
in every corner of this country.
***

Camille Johnson’s salon, The Spot, sustains itself with one grooming station, an old barber’s
chair, plastic drawers and a six-foot-long mirror affixed crudely to a wall. Black Entertainment
Television plays from a TV attached to a two-by-four sticking through a ceiling tile in one
corner. There is ample seating in the shop, which draws as much gossip as business.
Outside, on the corner, men with baggy pants and messy hair inquire about the desires of
passers-by.
“Wha’choo want?” they say to potential customers. “Wha’choo need?”

Johnson is occupied with a customer who has ordered a complicated weave and dye. Everyone in
the neighborhood knows this is the place for such intricate work.
In a dryer chair behind the partition, Moe is slouched over, tuned in to an MP3 player, tuned out
of the commotion. Wearing novelty dog tags, a black tank top and vinyl high tops, Moe says
she’s trying to jump back into life’s momentum. In the week since her return, she has applied for
jobs at Taco Bell, Dunkin Donuts, IHOP, the Hob-Nob burger stand -- just about anywhere
within walking distance.	
  
“I’m not really trying to rush
things right now,” she says. “I’m
not going to say I’m depressed. I
think I just have a lot of emotions
at night. I just think about stuff,
and I wake up.”
“For the past week, I can’t …”
“I can sleep at day,” she finishes.
“Not at night.”
Moe’s juvenile records are
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sealed, but because she was
adjudicated as a criminal, she is not entitled to victim resources that could afford her the therapy
everyone knows she needs -- everyone except her. She has stopped taking the medication
prescribed to her in jail.
“If I’m not constantly doing stuff, my mind will drift off to the most venomous places,” she says,
“and I will relive my trauma.”
Moe doesn’t see the point in therapy. Yet she’s captive to the oscillation of her moods, to the
memories that flicker in and out with the slightest provocation — a familiar car or face, this
neighborhood where everyone knows everyone, the whole city, men in general.
Already, she says people in the neighborhood are offering her drugs, sometimes insisting.
Cocaine was her drug of choice. Moe declines, she swears. People have asked her why she isn’t
back in the game. Others glare at her, and some call her a snitch.
Her mother is looking out the glass door now, at the men with empty eyes and full pockets who
patrol the corner day and night.
Moe crosses her arms, grips her shoulders, and looks at the ceiling. She whispers the secret she
keeps in her eyes.
“It hurts sometimes.”

The woman with the radiant yellow hair sits on a turquoise couch, her arms over her
midsection, her legs folded beneath her. Brook Bello curls further into herself as she explains
why she can't have children.
"When you go through sex slavery," the Sarasota resident says, "you have a lot of abortions."
Bello, now middle-aged, says her story began in the typical way. She was raped by someone she
knew when she was 11. By 15, she was running away from her mother's home in Las Vegas. A
woman took her in, for a price. While still living with her mother, she says she was taken at night
by the Madame who sold her for sex, and allowed her to return home.
"She would let you go home and save the day," Bello says, "and then bring you back, and then
one day you can't go home. And you think it's your fault."
By her late teens, Bello was in deep, helpless as she was passed from the pimp to abusers to the
Madame. Her resistance was met with beatings. Once, she was stripped naked and dumped in a
cold bath, and another time she was hung over a high-rise balcony and threatened with razor
blades.
"That crippling, crippling fear makes you feel as if you don't matter," she says. "I remember
some of these things, and things too devastatingly gross to talk about."
In between the beatings and clients, she was drugged. The heroin or cocaine came as a dulling
solace to the reality that afflicted her. Eventually she preferred the drugs. Bello says as a minor
she spent time in jail, in an adult facility, among violent offenders.

She's looking beyond this room now, wandering down some abandoned lane of her memory, to
the moment when she nearly lost hope, the night she was raped before a paying audience by "a
300-pound fat man."
"I looked up at the stucco ceiling, and I went somewhere else. I had an out-of-body experience.
And I said, 'Someday, someday, I'm going to stop other girls from this life.' "
Bello shudders and collects herself. She insists that it is important to say what she can.

Bello has directed and produced a documentary, "Survivor," which has gone largely unnoticed,
aside from mentions in Ebony magazine and local TV stations. This month, she plans to release
her self-published memoir, "Living Inside the Rainbow."
Both productions chronicle Bello's journey, which would bring her through Las Vegas,
California, New York and back to California until she finally escaped in her early 20s. She
eventually landed in Hollywood, where she took a waitressing job and began auditioning for
acting roles.
With film stars and directors and models, she mingled and partied, all the while masking the
shame that kept her moving faster than life could sustain. From 1992 through the early 2000s,
Bello (as Brook Susan Parker) acted in B movies and TV shows, notably a minor role in the
science fiction hit "Stargate SG-1."
With acting mostly behind her now, Bello spends her time counseling girls and occasionally
boys who have endured similar torture. Sometimes it's the simple stuff, she says, like helping
young girls who are so fearful of men that they turn to women for sexual partners. Often these
girls confide that they don't truly identify as gay. Bello tells them this common confusion
happened to her, too, and it took time, though now she has a husband, a successful composer.
She tells them there is time to discover life.
Bello founded a nonprofit, MoreTooLife.org, and travels the country speaking to anyone who
will listen. She wants to build a residential shelter for victims in Florida. It is desperately needed
here.
For Bello, this subject is not academic. She understands sex slavery as acutely as her barren
womb, as tangibly as her scars and as viscerally as the memories she has locked away. For these
reasons, Bello does not perceive these children as criminals or delinquents, but rather as the

vulnerable exploited. They are exploited by men, primarily, but not always, and not always by
the kinds of people most would think.
"Some of the purchasers of us as children
were couples," she says, "businesspeople."	
  
There are easy terms to explain Bello's
inability to escape earlier – brainwashing,
Stockholm syndrome. She says it's not so
simple.
For the public's benefit, Bello explains this
in sound bites.
"Even if you escape out of it, you're still in
bondage in your mind."
"That's why they go back to their pimp."
"You're just sort of not there."
Meticulously, she sticks to her script.
"I have to keep it safe, obviously," she says.
For the cause, she will take those willing to
listen right up to the gates of hell, but no
further, lest the torments of her past crackle to life in unimaginable high-definition. The
memories themselves are enough to break her again.
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"That's the one thing you never feel when you come out of it — is safe."
Bello is not a trained psychiatrist, but after the years she spent in search of tools and people and
wisdom to rebuild her life, she is confident enough to reference principles of psychology and
studies of the human brain. To the fortunate among us, she pleads for a second thought: Can
children, with their malleable identities and undeveloped minds, ever really choose to be
prostitutes?
Stitching together the hypothetical narrative of a young girl who could have been her, or Moe,
or any number of victims, Bello comes undone.
"She doesn't even know how to say no," she says, sobbing. "She doesn't even know how to do a
job interview. They are lost. She's still that child. She may look like she's 20, but she's 11
emotionally …"
In this moment, they are her, and she is them.

"I still just felt like a little girl inside."
***

Moe is late to the salon, as usual, and is grumpy, as usual, and her mom is knuckle deep in a
stranger's hair, as usual, and there is no time for drama, no time for memories or questions or
talking, because Moe just isn't having it today. No, not any of it.
"She woke up on the wrong side of the bed," her mother says. Today is not a good day. There are
fewer and fewer of those.
Moe failed the GED. She plans to retake the exam, some day. After only two weeks, Moe lost
her Florida I.D. card.
Next to the door, Moe's elder sister is tinkering on a laptop computer. The sister is frustrated
because she's been helping Moe fill out job applications online. She's also making calls to find
out when Moe can retake the GED.
Moe clomps in, pulling her ear buds out. Looking at no one, she darts for the dryer chair behind
the partition and plops down.
"I don't like talking about it. I'll be aggravated all day," Moe says. "If I got to talking, it's just
going to make me mad."
Outside, two women, strangers, scowl toward the salon's door, where Moe had just rushed in.
This sort of harassment is mild compared to what Moe experienced before she was locked away.
Ahead of Moe's testimony, one of her perpetrators followed her down the street in his car,
taunting. Johnson screamed and begged for the man to leave them alone.
Johnson looks back at Moe, who is seething, her hands over her head, her torso rocking. Seeing
this, Johnson drops her shoulders and rests the comb at her side. "You want your medicine?"
Moe shakes her head no, huffing, "I'm so frustrated."
***

Dawn Buff, an assistant state attorney with Florida's 12th Judicial Circuit, was buried in
mountains of paperwork, the routine grotesqueries that accompany child abuse cases, when she
got the call.	
  

“I’ve got a lot of people saying it’s here and we just aren’t seeing it, and law enforcement says
they’re not seeing it, so there’s a disconnect,” Buff says. “If it’s happening in all these places, I
have to think in my mind that it’s happening here. I think we just don’t know what we’re looking
for.”
Moe’s testimony and dogged police work kicked up dozens of leads, more than a half-dozen
arrests and five convictions. Most of the perpetrators were locked away, including one who
received life. But the cases could have fallen apart had Moe herself not been locked away. Her
sentence, Buff says, was longer than what she would expect for any other juvenile.
The outcome stands in stark contrast with what happens in many of these cases: Nothing.

Greg Christopher is the FBI agent who lives fully in neither of his two worlds. There is the one
where he is an amiable uncle to naïve nephews and nieces who aspire to pimp their rides and
their clothes -- the world they take in each day through TV and rap songs. Then there’s the world
where he works long hours, nights and weekends, to subdue real-life pimps whose social allure
disgusts him.
“Greg can be depressing sometimes,” the agent says in a wry third-person assessment from
inside the FBI headquarters in Tampa, a sprawling tribute to justice near the airport.
In a building where secrecy is the currency that buys mystique, or time against a ravenous news
media, Christopher is the keeper of stories no one wants to hear. He leads the bureau’s Central
Florida Human Trafficking Task Force, which began in 2009. In concert with other federal, state
and local agencies, the task force recovers as many as 30 children a year from the sex trade.
Christopher’s focus is on the trafficking of children, both girls and a small number of boys.

Christopher’s team has adopted a novel approach to these cases. Their mission is threefold and
telling in its prioritization: Recover. Comfort. Prosecute.
Comfort is not just a cushy sentiment, but a daunting requisite to prosecution. Unstable witnesses
are unreliable. To comfort, Christopher and others work outside the bureaucracy because there is
no ideal place to shelter victims in the short or long term.
He estimates his team alone needs shelter for 20 to 25 victims a year.
With awareness spreading and belief in the team’s techniques catching on, the office receives
five to 10 leads a week. On the subject of child sex trafficking, this makes Christopher a
reluctant expert as agencies across the country attempt to emulate his team. But his biggest
lesson isn’t one of investigative or interview techniques. He offers a broader social indictment:
Our notion of choice is the biggest single barrier to solving this problem.
“No 14- or 15-year-old has said, ‘I want to be a prostitute,’” the agent insists. “There’s not been
one case where a juvenile said to me: ‘I just wanted to give it a shot. I’ll be a prostitute.’”
Christopher has recovered victims who have been beaten with furniture, raped and branded,
often with neck or face tattoos of the name of their captors, whom they call “boyfriends.” He’s
logged pimp chalices as evidence and waded through forced pornography on Facebook,
Craigslist and Backpage.com, where pimps market their victims. He’s profiled “Gorilla Pimps,”
whose coercive techniques are sadism and brutality, and “Romeo Pimps,” whose weapons are
silver tongues and illusions of our most fundamental desires of hope and love.
“You name it,” he says, locking his sharp green eyes, switching sides every quarter-second to
ensure understanding. “It’s happened. Yeah, it’s real. And it’s right here.”
He’s interviewed impossible witnesses, girls who are too terrified to speak in secure and private
rooms, girls who spit and shout in anger, girls who only want to forget, girls who were on drugs,
girls who appear to be career criminals, girls who became women, and women who have been in
so long they became criminals, women whose testimony is often the key to any successful
prosecution. Women who more often than not return … to the life.
“It’s kind of a revolving door,” he says. “The hardest part of working these cases is stabilizing
victims. It’s the most critical time.”
Many, too many to count, don’t see themselves as victims.
“These girls are taken and stored, and being brutally raped and brutally assaulted and you have to
sit them down, and they do not want to relive it,” the agent says. “You know they don’t want to
go any deeper, but you have to ask. They’ve been victimized to the worst of which our society
has to offer.”
On the subject of his own emotions, Christopher is awkward. The law, his master, is not

sentimental, yet the job requires that the agent be as tenderhearted as he is tough. These disparate
obligations, and the consequent banality with which he describes horror, tell you he is serious.
“Nothing is more gut-wrenching than really seeing what was going on with these girls for those
months or years,” he says. “They should be in an environment where they’re loved.” To fill the
void, Christopher keeps in constant contact with a few Florida nonprofits. One or two fledgling
groups have scrambled to find places for victims to stay. Seldom is there a long-term solution
where victims can receive mental health counseling.
“We’ve lost cases,” Christopher says, “because we weren’t able to
stabilize victims. That really can’t happen. We’re still really
struggling.”
Christopher is fresh off the successful prosecution of Eric Bell, the
Bradenton pimp who lured underage girls from bus stops and
forced them into prostitution. Santana, as his victims knew him,
was sentenced to 30 years.
Bell was an expert, the agent says, at promising what his victims
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need most.
“He had it all,” he says. “He had the book, the pimp chalice. He was a pimp.”
There is a book.
“Just about every pimp we arrested had that on him,” Christopher says. “We find them on Nooks
and Kindles.”
***

There is one chilling and undisputed fact known to those working against child sex trafficking:
Pimps are expert child psychologists.
“It is an intricate process of psychological destruction and emotional construction.”
Those are words written by a self-proclaimed pimp, Mickey Royal, whose 1998 book, “The
Pimp Game” can be purchased or downloaded via the Internet, along with a handful of similar
texts.
Royal’s book is not read, but suffered.
He is cogent in his analysis of social systems and constructs of power – patriarchy, Catholic
oligarchy, corporate structure and self-governance among workers. Drawing upon psychology,

“You make her believe you can and will give her these things,” the book continues. “ … by the
time she realizes she’s been had, she’s trapped.”

When Moe walks along Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Way, past blighted storefronts and mounds
of litter, men on bikes shout from across the street and a mother wearing cheetah-print pants
walks away from her baby stroller to chat. An old Cadillac with dark tinted windows stops and
then crawls along the sidewalk next to her. A man opens the door and stares.
For better and worse, Moe is well-known here.
“They gonna all call my name,” she says, “and say, ‘Do you still do that?’”
Moe is understandably worried that being spotted with a white man will arouse suspicions that
she’s snitching – again – an offense rewarded with violence in this neighborhood. But she’s
mostly worried about the truck she keeps seeing, the truck she believes belongs to the girlfriend
of the man she put away for life, Charlie Simmons.
“Every time I see that gold truck,” she says, seething, “I just want to jump up and beat and hit it,
and hit it again, and hit it again, and hit it again. I will do my time for it.”
“Sometimes,” she says, “I want to fight, and fight to kill. I’d rather do the time in a cell, than
walking scared.”

Charlie Simmons was her stepfather. He was Camille’s husband, who lived with her and the kids
for 14 years. When Moe was younger than 10 years old, Simmons raped her. Moe wishes it had
stopped there.
“He sold me to his best friend,” Moe says, “because he was in debt for drugs. He had a short,
low-top fade. He was black. I was lying in my pajamas, watching TV, on the foot of the bed. He
started talking, saying, ‘Oh, you’re pretty.’”
Moe closes her eyes and grabs at the buried memory.
“I knew, but I didn’t know,” she says. “He did what he did, and then he left. And then another
guy came in.”
“I haven’t been right since …” She thinks about it. “Since Charlie Simmons.”
Desperately, more than anything, Moe wants to move, maybe a couple towns south or maybe to
Africa. She’s thinking Africa. That might be far enough.
But the walk is over. She is standing outside a cluster of townhomes called Janie’s Garden. This
is a new public housing complex with modern designs and bright pastel facades and, presumably,
thanks to a sizable federal grant, a little less riff-raff.
“Want to see the house?” she says. “The house that I was trapped in?”	
  
She walks to 2437 N. Lemon Ave. “This is it,” she says, pointing. “This is exactly where we
stayed.” Moe had run away and gone to a popular local nightclub, where Victoria Williams, a
former prostitute from Miami, gave her alcohol.
Williams invited Moe back to the house, where
Jennifer Williams and her 9-year-old son also lived.
Moe moved in here, at 2437.
They partied every night. There were no parents, no
rules.
Alcohol, weed and cocaine.
The	
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Then Moe’s relationship with Jennifer and Victoria
Williams turned sexual. It was confusing, Moe says. abused.
Less than three weeks in, money became tight and the
bills mounted, and it would all go away, her roomates said, if Moe didn’t do her part to make
some money. Fast money.

Moe nervously pats at her thighs. This is too close for comfort. She closes her eyes tight.
“They dressed me up like a girl,” she says. “High heels. I remember the first guy who pulled
over.” It was a gray Ford Taurus. “He was like, ‘Psst.’ ” He was talking to Victoria Williams.

“She had this mean look on her face and was like, ‘What do you want?’ And he was like, ‘Her.’”
This was the first time.
They came back to 2437 and went upstairs.
“She told me, ‘Get your money first.’ I gave him 60 minutes for $40. They took the money and
bought coke. Right where we are, on the same street. The next night, they would do the same
thing all over again.”
Before the night her mother grabbed the sword, Moe left 2437 once or twice, but then came
back. Moe says she isn’t exactly sure why, but she thinks it was a little bit for the drugs, a little
because she sometimes thought the Williams women cared for her, and a little because she had
become close with the 9-year-old boy, who she says was being sexually abused.

Moe got out of the game early because she had something most victims don’t: connections. In
her case, they were the best kind: political connections.
Halpin was a member of the city’s Crimes Against Children unit when Sarasota County
Commissioner Carolyn Mason came in with a whopper: Her grand-niece, Moe, was being
prostituted.
Halpin had worked for 30 years, but this was a first. He admits he was
skeptical.	
  
“If Carolyn hadn’t come down here,” Halpin says, “we wouldn’t have
followed up. Who knows what would have happened? She’s not
somebody who’s just going to walk in and throw something on the
table.”
That day, detectives picked up Moe at her mother’s shop. Moe pointed
out the townhome where she had been staying, and the police arrested
Jennifer Williams, 29, and Victoria Williams, 27. The women had
filmed themselves having sex with Moe and marked the dates of the
abuse on a calendar, according to police records.
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But against the men who paid for sex with Moe, the police had nothing.
Police leaned on Moe to build the case. They trained her to call the johns and pull confessions
out of them.
Moe is smart, Halpin says, street-smart. She ensnared as many as she could. And one by one, the
arrests came. “She was a natural at it.” He thinks she could have someday become a criminal
investigator “if she didn’t have all this baggage.”

“You meet Moe and in your mind, you’re going, ‘This kid has more issues than Time
magazine,’” the detective says.
Early on, he called Dawn Buff, the state prosecutor, with whom he had
a rapport.
Eventually, Victoria Williams was sentenced to eight years. Jordy Hill
was sentenced to five and a half years, and Donald Thomas was
sentenced to five months for paying for sex with Moe. Charges against
Gary Mays —who was accused of paying Moe in money, cigarettes and
marijuana for sex in a motel on U.S. 41 — were dropped. But Mays, a
previously convicted murderer, was later sentenced to 20 years after it
was discovered he had paid two witnesses to lie in his defense.
Jennifer Williams is set to face trial this fall. Moe is the key witness.
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Halpin says he’s not so sure he would call this a sex trafficking case. That’s not to sound coldhearted, he says, but he just doesn’t know about that. Moe appeared to be making her own
choices. “It probably felt to her that it was adult freedom,” he says, adding that Jennifer and
Victoria Williams just took advantage.
Near the beginning of the cases, Moe had a breakdown. Still using drugs, she threatened to burn
down her mother’s house. Police were called, and Moe faced a local judge for a violation of
juvenile probation. Her mother, with nowhere to turn for help, pleaded with the judge to find a
way to “help my baby.” The judge gave Moe 18 months. When the court summoned her, she was
bused from Milton to Sarasota to testify, and then bused back to her cell.
“In retrospect, it worked really good,” Halpin says, “because she was controlled.”

Detective	
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“I would see her all the time, running away from her dad. Running away, running away.”
This is Detective James McBride with the Clearwater Police Department. He’s at St. Petersburg
College for a task force update on efforts to identify children who are forced into prostitution.
McBride has been an investigator on the Clearwater/Tampa Bay Area Task Force on Human
Trafficking since its inception in 2006. It brings together police, nonprofits and child welfare
agencies for a holistic approach to finding and recovering victims.
Before he joined the task force, McBride was a part of the problem.
“We saw her as a child runaway, a problem child,” says the detective, an animated and brawny
man in a tailored suit. He was still on patrol. The young girl was a chronic runaway and a routine
annoyance to officers.
“I thought — this problem kid,” he says, rolling his eyes. “I got to go round her up again and
drive her home. I have other things to do.”
He could tell something was amiss. The father of the household didn’t know the name of the
woman who claimed to be his wife. But McBride moved on.
“I tracked it as a runaway,” he says.
Looking back, he knows in his gut that girl was being trafficked by that man. This is often where
the help ends.
McBride extrapolates his regret. The task force estimates there are 30,000 to 40,000 runaway
children in Florida each year, while the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
estimates at least 1.6 million children across the country are homeless or runaways.
The most discouraging part is the lack of awareness as to what this really is,” McBride says.
Last year, the task force launched an unprecedented ad campaign to spread awareness before the
Republican National Convention in Tampa, which caused a particular headache for McBride and
his team. They realized the influx of more than 2,000 delegates and 50,000 visitors would bring
money and power — and men. The traffic also meant the convention was likely to lure pimps
looking to sell women and children. McBride’s team prepared for more calls, and area
nonprofits organized to deliver 50,000 bars of soap labeled with a message and a phone number
for the National Human Trafficking Hotline.
This has become standard procedure before Super Bowls, political rallies and major conventions.
Those who see what McBride has seen acknowledge what this is -- a business of supply and
demand. Commerce moves more fluidly than bureaucracy. It is not unlike the war on drugs,
McBride says, where police round up a drug dealer only to find another on the same corner the
next day. He notes one distinction, however: Unlike drugs, humans can be sold indefinitely.

Identifying weaknesses in the system is imperative, McBride says, but first that officer, the one
who got the call, like he did, the annoying call about the runaway – that officer needs to look
closer.
McBride works in tandem with Greg Christopher, his counterpart at the FBI. The agencies share
information in an effort to respond to pimps whose business models do not respect jurisdiction,
and whose traveling patterns cross much of the state.
Known trafficking corridors run from the Tampa Bay area along Interstate 4 to Orlando, and
along Interstate 75, past Sarasota and Bradenton, through Naples and then to Miami. Victims are
constantly being moved. That way, McBride says, they’re harder to notice, harder to find.
“It’s a mobile business,” McBride says.
The detective queues up a question of his own.
“You know what the worst part of my job is?” he says. “Dealing with the legal system.”
And the best?
“The most rewarding part of my job,” he says, beaming, “is working with the victim and seeing
them be made whole again.”
McBride’s smile erodes.
“Well, they’ll never be made whole again,” he says.
He searches for another word.
“Functional.”
***

At the University of Pennsylvania in the late 1960s, a psychologist named Martin Seligman
began a series of experiments that would illuminate a frustrating mystery: Why is it that some
people can’t help themselves?
Seligman placed three groups of dogs in harnesses. The first group was kept in the harnesses for
a finite period of time and ultimately released; the second was intentionally subjected to
electrical shocks, which the dogs could end by pawing at a lever; the third group was harnessed
with the second group, given the same shocks for the same amount of time, but the third group’s
lever would not end the shocks. Dogs in the first two groups recovered from the experiment.
Dogs in the third group did not, but instead showed symptoms similar to depression in humans -such as passivity, weight loss and hostility.

The experiments continued with the same dogs. The three groups of dogs were placed in test
boxes. In them, the dogs could escape the electric shocks by jumping over a low partition. Dogs
in the first two groups jumped to relieve the pain. But most of the dogs in Group 3, those that had
no recourse to stop the pain in the first experiment, just lay there and whined, never attempting to
escape to the other side.
By accident, Seligman discovered the concept of “learned helplessness.” After learning that pain
was a reality out of their control, the dogs could not act. They could not make the choice to jump
over the partition to stop the pain. Later tests would show humans just as capable of learned
helplessness.
In life, partitions abound.
***

Consider an elephant. Now think of an elephant in captivity.
So begins the allegory offered by Dr. Martin Teicher, of the Harvard-affiliated McLean Hospital
outside of Boston. Teicher, a renowned neurobiologist, has been the director of McLean’s
Developmental Biopsychiatry Research Program since 1988. Using neuroimaging and brain
mapping tools, his work has focused on the biological consequences of trauma inflicted upon
children. That is, changes in the brain, the kind we can see and measure.
“You train an elephant to be tied up to a stake, and how do you do that?” he asks. “You tie them
up to a stake when they’re really little, so they can’t pull the stake out of the ground. They learn
that they can’t pull the stake out of the ground. Then when they’re a full-sized elephant, they’re
not even trying to pull the stake out of the ground, even though it would present no difficulty
whatsoever.”
Slowly, neurobiologists are finding the physical evidence to support what psychologists and
sociologists have observed for decades: Childhood trauma rewires the brain with dire
consequences.
Teicher has noted changes in brain chemistry, how neurons communicate and chemicals travel
through the brain’s vast network of highways – abnormalities that manifest as depression,
anxiety and bipolar disorder. But perhaps more importantly, his research identified changes in
physical brain structure and volume – changes in the highway system itself. Imagine wiping out
a few lanes, maybe a bridge, on the New Jersey Turnpike in rush hour. Traffic isn’t just
disrupted. It’s stopped, stalled or rerouted. In this way, brain function is altered.
The most significant changes are often caused by trauma during “sensitive periods,” when the
brain is especially malleable. The most susceptible ages are 3 to 6, and 13 to 16.
Among other physical changes, Teicher has found that adults who were exposed to sexual abuse
during sensitive periods possessed a smaller hippocampus. This is the seahorse-shaped

component of the cerebral cortex that assists in consolidating information into short- and longterm memories. When humans face dangerous or frightening situations, the hippocampus
throttles the amygdala, which serves a primary role in processing emotional reactions, telling it,
”Hey, wait, a previous negative experience tells me this is bad.”
“And then the amygdala goes ‘AAAAAH,’” Teicher says. “Something is bad out there.”
“If your hippocampus is affected by this early stress, you’re probably going to have an abnormal
fight-or-flight response,” he adds.
For some, the response kicks into overdrive, manifesting in irrational fears and distrust. For
others, the opposite occurs.
“Then there are some individuals who have been exposed to maltreatment who can’t escape. The
fight-or-flight response won’t work. They tend to freeze. That makes them less capable of
responding to or getting out of a threatening situation.”
Similarly, changes have been noted in the prefrontal cortex, brain components that directly affect
judgment.
Why, then, don’t so-called child prostitutes choose to leave? Teicher says society has been
asking the wrong question.
“If you’re a little kid, and you’ve been badly sexually abused, and you end up in the sex trade,
what do you know about what’s normal?” he says. “What are your options? It’s not like you
grow and go back to Ozzie and Harriet.
“You really don’t know what the choices are. You’re trapped by your own experience.”

This prostitution track is like any other. Day and night the women drift up and down sidewalks,
scanning. They enter cars and check in with rapacious men who canvass the area on bicycles.
This is north Sarasota, on the edge of the whizzing blur of Tamiami Trail, a major thoroughfare
that connects wealthy and poor neighborhoods to jobs and the beach and the airport. Some days
the women stumble in to the Job Connection, a ramshackle building the size and shape of a gas
station, in an area where nearly one in three people are unemployed.
The women don’t ask for a job, just the restroom or a drink of water.
Today’s visitor to the Job Connection does not fit. She is well-dressed, well-to-do, well.
Elizabeth Fisher is from the other side of town, a psychological distance of light years. She is
curious. What jobs, she wonders, are waiting for a person who breaks out of prostitution?
Fisher is a founding member of the local nonprofit Selah Freedom House, a rescue shelter that
does not yet have a home or enough money to
build one. Selah – a musical notation that means
“pause” – was formed by a group of Christian
women who saw the prostitution here and wanted
to help. During their research, they learned that the
region desperately needed a safe house for victims,
so a handful of members began spreading the word,
lobbying local officials and making connections.
Selah aspires to be the first call an officer makes
upon encountering a prostitute. That way, Selah
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can help her find a safe place to stay, maybe some clothes and food, instead of another notch on
her rap sheet.
“Sarasota’s a little slower to get on the ball,” says Fisher, talking about the city’s Police
Department, which was reluctant to work with Selah. But Selah made inroads with Manatee and
Sarasota County sheriff’s offices early in 2012. People are starting to listen, and a few monetary
pledges have materialized. Selah now sends out an email blast from time to time, and the group
has a website.
Fisher heard that the man who runs the Job Connection, social worker Ed Padilla, breaks down
barriers. She is here because she wants to know: Is it worth it?
Suppose there was a safe house somewhere in Sarasota or Manatee County, secure in its
obscurity and anonymity, far from the devils that afflicted its inhabitants. Suppose that it worked,
that we had the money and support, the therapists and counselors, and that the women could be
rehabilitated, ready to start anew. Suppose the victims broke free of the trauma and the bondage
of their experience.
Then what?
Would society take them back?
Fisher wants to know, in our society, in Florida, right now, can the women she’s working with
find work so they don’t end up back on those street corners selling their dignity for scraps?
The answer, Padilla says, is yes.
But not so fast. Padilla pulls up the county’s clerk of court website and dares his audience to
givehim a name and birthdate. Padilla gives a brief
tutorialto show how past crimes — anything from
underage drinking to check fraud to prostitution —
can be found by just about anyone, instantly.
“And here comes the demonization,” he says. “Some
employers take a chance on these folks.” He stops.
“Not Sears or Walmart.”
Padilla is a former drug counselor and community
liaison in the state’s efforts to quell forced immigrant Social	
  worker	
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  Padilla.
labor, a different and more obvious form of human
trafficking. Often, he notes, women trafficked for labor are also trafficked for sex. He’s noticed
the women and girls who come in for water or to use the restroom.
“We haven’t seen the same group of girls,” he says. “They probably rotate them.”

It is Padilla’s task to nudge back against the practical consequences of our judgments, which
stack up and up, to give people a second, third or 10th chance. Finding a job is difficult enough,
especially since the Great Recession. But finding a job for an unemployed woman with no skills?
Very difficult. How about an unemployed woman with no skills and a drug problem? Harder
still. Or an unemployed woman with no skills, a drug problem and a prostitution charge?
“They are at the bottom of the food chain,” he says.
This is why, the counselor says, so many revert back into the only economy willing to include
them.
***

Camille Johnson feverishly sweeps the hair trimmings, a distressing force in her stride, as she
describes how her daughter, Moe, is slipping.
“I’m about ready to choke her,” Johnson says, towering over her empty salon one spring
morning.
“Her lifestyle,” she continues. “She’s rubbing it in my face.”
Johnson tends to her sweeping, but finishes: “Meeting girls online, falling
in love. She’s spending money she doesn’t have.”	
  	
  
Moe has several new tattoos, a few new piercings, a new social schedule
that keeps her out later at night, a new chip on her shoulder. She’s been
drinking alcohol, but moderately, she says. Moe dumped her boyfriend, a
recently released felon who smoked marijuana. Moe said the drug use made
her uncomfortable, that it was too tempting.
Moe once described her frustration with the boyfriend, saying: “I’ve gone
back to my homosexual lifestyle. It made me nervous. He’s too touchyfeely. It scared me.”
Moe feared her mother, a devout Christian, would react this way. Her
mother wouldn’t understand that she preferred women, Moe said, not after
Moe	
  in	
  a	
  moment	
  of	
  frustration.	
  

all Moe had put her through.
Sexuality is but one of the many lingering confusions stirring Moe’s angst. Yet from the outside,
it appears Moe is making progress.

With the help of Selah Freedom House, and the job counselor, Moe was hired at a local
nonprofit, Save Our Seabirds. She earns $8 an hour cleaning dung from bird cages. Selah helped
pay for her work clothes and helped Moe gather the necessary documents. Selah also took Moe
to the interview in a donated van.
Selah, too, is making progress as its founders collect therapists and other volunteers to help Moe
and those like her. Someone donated a creaky home along downtown Sarasota’s edge, which the
nonprofit uses to host group therapy sessions with former prostitutes. By late fall, Selah hopes to
open a shelter, which will house only adult women. The paperwork to help children is years
away from the group’s experience.
Moe has refused to attend the group therapy sessions. Those closest to her say Moe’s anger is
overshadowing her progress.
Laurie Swink, the Selah co-founder who drove Moe all over town in the donated van, put it this
way: “There was just one day when I was with her, and on a scale of 1 to 10, she was a 20.”
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Beneath the whoosh and clank of a downtown Miami metro line, a white Colonial stands in
solemn contrast with the city’s pandemonium. Through its sunlit lobby, women in pantsuits rush
briskly by with tears in their eyes and case files in their hands. Dozens of plaster molds of tiny
hands adorn the walls. Therapists and investigators with the Florida Department of Children and
Families march in and out, each encumbered by the weight of turning a child’s trauma into court
testimony.

Through the halls of Kristi House run tales of suffering, and, in equal measure, resilience.
Kristi House is a child advocacy center that deals solely with victims of sexual abuse. The center
is funded primarily by a grant from the U.S. Department of Justice. As such, the mission of
Kristi House and its 13 staff therapists is as clear and rigid as a federal mandate: Provide services
for children who are sex abuse victims and help bring their abusers to justice.
This center does not serve criminals. That’s another department, the Florida Department of
Juvenile Justice, where Moe was sent.
The taxonomy is crucial. Our classifications — judgment calls by police, case workers, judges
and the public — culminate in a variety of legal interpretations and outcomes. The way we label
— victim or criminal? — could mean the difference between punishment and compassion,
handcuffs and a hug, a criminal record and a new lease on life.
Today, Kristi House is considered a beacon in the field, and its methods the standard for how to
treat victims when society reclaims them.
A half-decade ago, Kristi House refused services to these children. They were criminals under
the law, in police protocols, and in the eyes of the center’s director, Trudy Novicki, a former
chief assistant state attorney in
Florida’s 11th Judicial Circuit.
Plastic toy cars bake in the sun in the
atrium beneath Novicki’s office as she
admits she was wrong. It was a
common mistake.
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It was 2004. A young Yale-educated
social worker traveled from New York
for a job interview. The applicant was
going on and on about children who are
being trafficked in Miami, an invisible
population hidden in plain sight -- in
schools, at the mall, in foster homes. It
was as if the applicant didn’t

understand what they did here.
“She was trying to explain who this population was, and finally, when I didn’t get it, and didn’t
get it, she said, ‘You know, kids that are involved in prostitution,’” Novicki says. “And I said:
‘Oh. Well, we don’t work with those children. Those children are juvenile delinquents. We only
work with sexually abused children. You’ll have to go over to the delinquency court.’
“That was the mindset at the time.”
Novicki turned away the applicant. The problem persisted.

Then in 2006, what advocates would call the first recognized case of domestic minor sex
trafficking made headlines. A 25-year-old Miami man named Justin Evans was convicted of
prostituting a 14-year-old. The girl, named “Jane Doe” in the federal complaint, was found to
have AIDS.
“We were working with a lot of these kids already,” Novicki says, “but we just hadn’t identified
them, and we weren’t asking the right questions.”
Novicki called Sandy Skelaney, the applicant she had once turned away. She gave Skelaney a
job, and thus began the long slog to combat child sex trafficking in Florida.
But what of her mandate? Officially, the work done at Kristi House for trafficking victims is
sanctioned because of a technicality: These children are victims of sexual abuse.
Awareness was growing and, with it, Kristi House began to host training sessions for social
workers and police. New protocols were put in place to assess which children entering the child
welfare system might have been victims. To legislators, advocates urged a push for more
resources and studies to
determine the scope of child sex
trafficking in Florida.
By 2009, Novicki was flexing
her political muscle. She
authored the state’s Safe Harbor
Act, but the bill failed three
times in Tallahassee.
Opponents, including the police
lobby, took issue with the bill’s
wholesale mandate that victims Florida	
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of sex trafficking be taken to
shelters rather than jail.
Essentially, that would have decriminalized child prostitution and eliminated much of the margin
of error in identifying victims, Novicki argued. That would have guaranteed victims assistance.
Police spokespeople argued that decriminalization would encourage more girls to choose the
occupation, an argument Novicki vehemently dismisses.
Finally, in 2012, a compromised version of the bill was passed into law. The law essentially
permits children found to be engaged in prostitution to get help from child welfare centers, such
as Kristi House, instead of going to jail. But in practice, even the law’s supporters say it falls
short.
Safe Harbor, enacted in January, has already led to the release of minors who were in jail for
prostitution and increased fines for johns tenfold, from $500 to $5,000 – most of which is
earmarked for the future creation of safe houses.

So far, only a handful of fines have been reported. For 200 beds in specialized safe houses, the
state estimates it would need to spend as much as $15 million to $23 million a year.
The law also reclassifies children exploited for sex as dependents, not delinquents, but with one
crucial qualifier. As the law is written, children will be considered victims so long as they are not
already under arrest or being prosecuted for prostitution.
In this scenario, there remains much room for human failing.
Police and victim advocates agree that interpretations of the law, lack of training and social
norms can and do affect outcomes, so a girl could still just as easily be classified as either a
victim or a criminal, depending on the specific case and which officer happens to be on duty
that night.
The law also encourages the use of shelters that cater specifically to sexually exploited children,
“if available.”
There is not a single state-run safe house. Two nonprofits, both in the southern peninsula, have
achieved certification to run a safe house. Together, they offer the only beds available in Florida.
There are 12.
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“They keep us very busy here,” Sandy Skelaney says, decompressing from the angst Miami rushhour traffic inflicts. “It’s like a snowball that’s rolling downhill.”
Skelaney is the Yale graduate who was snubbed when she first sought a job at Kristi House, only
to be hired later. She’s working today from a bare concrete office space in Coral Gables. It is a
satellite office for the initiative that Skelaney founded, Project GOLD, which stands for Girls
Owning their Lives and Dreams. It is the only such program in the state, and one of a handful in
the country.
Skelaney’s program has provided therapy, job counseling and other support to 300 sex
trafficking victims wracked with mental illness. The afflictions are severe post-traumatic stress
disorder, depression, sexual dysfunction, drug addiction, and for many, all of the above.
Clinicians are calling “all of the above” DESNOS: Disorders of Extreme Stress Not Otherwise
Specified.
Men are not usually permitted here.
A week before, Skelaney’s skeleton crew was in hysterics. A girl had gone missing, and her
absence sent Skelaney and her staff to the phones, calling and calling -- the police, friends,
everyone. They feared her dead. That was a day at the office. Today is yet another.
If she sounds brusque, it is because Skelaney toils in an agonizing vacuum, somewhere between
what is true and what people choose to believe. It is a wrenching fact of her life that American
children are bought and sold as commodities, slaves to a bustling economy that could not exist
without demand. Yet it is a harsher fact of her life that few people accept it.
Skelaney has a theory.
“Americans prop themselves up by their bootstraps,” she says acerbically, flexing her arms for
emphasis. “Because all the opportunities in the world exist here. It’s easier to say that’s sort of a
third-world problem. When you start to tell the public, ‘Oh, your own children are being
prostituted,’ I think it’s very hard for people to see that. As a society, we want to say: ‘Oh there’s
just stupid girls out there. They have choices.’”
All of Skelaney’s girls share a common trait: They are vulnerable.
She reiterates: Most of these people were sexually abused, usually as children, before full brain
development occurs, often by someone they loved. From there, “you learn to identify the love
with abuse,” Skelaney says, “but you still feel the trauma of it.”
Add rape, control and fear tactics, assault, drugs, an arrest record, lack of education, “and all
these things compound.”

“With these layers of vulnerabilities,” Skelaney says, “it’s not hard for a trafficker to say, ‘Come
with me.’”
Skelaney conducted a recent exercise that illustrates this point. Victims who experienced trauma
bonds with their pimps, whom they called boyfriends, were asked to take an inventory, a list of
pros and cons.
“He makes me chocolate milk and takes me to Red Lobster,” one girl wrote.
“And on the con side?” Skelaney asks.
“He gave me AIDS.”

The woman with the neck tattoo picks nervously at the edges of an empty coffee cup, a knee
bobbing up and down, as she talks about the corner where she was taken.
“I was 11 years old when I turned my first trick,” Heather K. says from inside a bustling
Starbucks in Bradenton. It’s a weekday afternoon. She surveys the room. A businessman is
yapping into his phone’s earpiece, and a barista is clapping metal and conjuring steam. She
tamps the cup down into the table.
“Once I was picked up,” Heather says, “the next thing you know I’m in Miami, and I’m in a
shed.”
She was a student at Robert H. Prine Elementary in Bradenton.

Heather’s last name is not being printed because she fears someone from her past will find her
and hurt her.
Now 37, Heather seems incapable of judgment. She estimates she has been arrested 300 times. If
her arrests were pins on a map of the country, nearly every major city would be accounted for.
With such a record, the only work she could land was that of a hairstylist, which she enjoys.
Heather laughs here and there, for irony, as she narrates the story of her abduction at 11, and the
17 years that followed.
Abduction may not be the precise word. She clarifies: No one clubbed her over the head and
dragged her to the car. She got in. The car pulled up a few miles from here, on a corner along
Tamiami Trail, where she was hiding away from her stepfather, who chronically raped her.
“I ran away when I could,” she says. “It was better to be anywhere but my house.”
She did what she thought she must.
Heather doesn’t share her story; she lobs it unapologetically, as if to say: “These are the facts.
Deal with it.”
“A lot of sexual abuse,” she says. “Sexual abuse is really a root cause.”
She was prostituted throughout Florida, in Denver; Seattle; Washington, D.C.; Los Angeles;
New York and Utah. She doesn’t cite years, but she knows she was in Seattle when police caught
the Green River Killer, Gary Leon Ridgway. He was convicted of killing 48 women and girls in
Washington during the 1980s and 1990s, many of them alleged prostitutes. That was in 2001.
She was transported all over by her pimp, Eugene, whom she referred to as her boyfriend. When
she was arrested, Eugene would bail her out – most of the time. Eugene instructed her not to
cooperate with police, so she didn’t. Eugene beat her and gave her drugs. Sometimes, she
thought he loved her, that he protected her. Other times she knew better. When she sensed a john
intended to harm her, Heather jumped out of the car, as Eugene had taught her. No matter the
circumstance, she always came back to the life, to the drugs, to Eugene. Earlier this year, she
says Eugene tried to contact her on Facebook.
She’s scratching at the neck tattoo now. In faded black ink and lazy cursive, it reads,
“EUGENE.”
“I want it removed really bad,” she says. “It makes me want to puke.”
That ironic chuckle has disappeared. She looks beyond the coffee shop, over its busy patrons,
through the glass and into the street that claimed her.
“It happens right here,” she says. “Every day. There are girls out here, 13, 14. There’s pimps
right up and down these streets. People are very doubtful that this is happening in my city.”

She wishes people could notice what she knows.
“You want to see?” she says. “I can show you.”

The dashboard clock reads 11:29 p.m. as the minivan’s beams break open the unlit road,
revealing nearly a dozen girls walking up and down the block, a few men scattered among them.
CLICK. Laurie Swink, the co-founder of Selah, locks the doors as she steers through.
“Look at all this trick traffic here,” Heather K. says.
A girl — she could be 15 or 18 — is wearing tight pink cotton sweatpants and waddling at the
edge of the pavement, an arm’s length ahead of a bearish man in a tank top. The man is wearing
a flimsy purple hat on his head, a gold chain around his neck. He drifts fluidly, like a shadow,
behind her.
At the end of this stretch — 13th Street, just off the Tamiami Trail in Bradenton — the minivan
turns around and doubles back.

“She might have gone into a car,” Heather says. “She’s gone. Underage girls – out here – they
get picked up so fast. You see how young she is?”
The traffic is blatant, obvious and unmistakable.
Swink pulls the van into the nearby gas station. Heather gets out to buy an orange soda, and as
she ambles into the shop, Swink grips the steering wheel tightly and looks into her rearview, at a
car across the street. A Bradenton police officer is sitting in his patrol car. As Heather exits the
shop, the man with the purple hat and gold chains struts through, behind the girl in pink sweats.
Swink pulls the minivan up the street, along the trail, to a nearby Kwik Stop. There, a girl in a
white skirt and a pink shirt is sitting on a concrete parking block. A young man on a bicycle rides
in concentric, lazy circles in front of her, looking around, the way vultures glide over warm air.
Swink parks the van at the edge of the lot. The girl stands up and walks away from the man and
toward the van, staggering as she finds an efficient course over broken concrete. Heather reaches
for a pen and paper and hurriedly jots down her cellphone number because she doesn’t have a
business card. She rolls down the window and smiles.
“I see you sitting out here,” she says, her tone maternal. “And you’re so precious, and you have
so much value.”
The girl peeks in, her pimples and thick makeup visible from the van’s interior light. The girl
looks like she should be at home buried in stuffed animals and thick blankets, or maybe texting a
boy from school, or studying for an algebra exam. But she is here, nodding feebly and staring a
great, long distance at nothing.
“How old are you?” Heather asks.
“Twenty,” the girl recites.
“I used to be on these streets, too,” Heather tells her. She hands the girl the scrap paper and tells
her to call if she needs anything at all, and the girl drops the paper into her bra and walks away
awkwardly, as if her legs were not her own to command.
The window up, Heather answers the question.
“She’s not 20,” she says. “Maybe 15.”
The van pulls away as Heather talks to herself. “You see the look in her eyes?” She’s interpreting
now. “Help me.”
A few seconds pass before an SUV pulls up, its brake lights illuminating the transaction. The girl
enters.

Less than a block away, two patrol cars are stopped with their lights on, the officers talking to
each other.
Seeing this, Heather says, “They don’t care that someone underage is being prostituted right
now.”
Swink interjects.
“If you don’t have a place to take her, what’s the point?”

Camille Johnson’s katana has shed no blood. This is a fact Johnson attributes not to her
discretion or grace, but rather to an act of God.
The day after Moe returned, she and Camille drove to the townhome where Moe had stayed.
Johnson pounded on the door. Inexplicably, Johnson says, she forgot the sword in the car as she
confronted Jennifer Williams. Another time, Johnson was styling hair while watching Moe dance
outside the salon. A much older man came up to her daughter, and after a few words, he punched
her in the face. The blow knocked Moe to the ground.
“I grabbed the sword,” Johnson says, holding the weapon, demonstrating. “The door wouldn’t
open. I was shocked.”
“I was ready to use it,” the mother says, but she took the sticky door as a sign.

“I wanted to kill them,” she says. “Decapitation. Castration. But I had to sit back and let the Lord
take care of it.”
Johnson ascends from the rickety table in the corner of the salon and walks to her barber’s chair.
She must tend to a customer now, but she continues to talk as she drapes an apron over the other
woman.
Johnson is 43 with five kids — two boys and
three girls, ages 19 to 28. She had the first at
14, which is why she cuts hair. It’s all she knew
how to do.
“I did everything I could to help my baby,”
Johnson says. “But not knowing, I couldn’t
give her the help she needs. I didn’t know. I had
no idea. And it sucks …”
“Should I come back?” the customer interjects.
“It’s OK,” Johnson insists. “It’s OK. It’s OK.”
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She lathers a bleach paste on the woman’s roots and sits down once more.
“Never in a million years did I think Charlie would touch her,” she says, grimacing, crumbling
beneath her words. She’s staring up, as if into a rearview, into some incomprehensible regret.
“Never.”
She snaps back, as she is apt to do.
“If it takes for me to go to hell for my own, I’ll do it,” she shouts. “They got a right to be kids.
They shouldn’t have to live worried someone is going to touch them in an inappropriate way.”
Johnson says she just wants her daughter back.
“I can hear it in her voice, when I know she’s giving up.”
Johnson wonders aloud if the county fair might cheer her up. When Moe was little, she loved the
fair.
“I ain’t seen her smile in a long time,” she says. “A real. Genuine. Smile.”

From a corner table at an Irish pub in downtown Washington D.C., actress and activist Brook
Bello prods at her salad. Mental illness is the subject of the conversation.
“A lot of people who are being raped or trafficked never make it out of psychosis,” she says.
“When you get out of it physically, you’re still in it emotionally, and you don’t even realize it.”
Bello is obviously nervous, thinking about her presentation tonight at the Georgetown University
Law Center.
There’s a story she plans to tell. It involves her mentor, actor Jon Voight, to whom she refers
often and with pride. There was one day when Voight took her and a few friends to Whoopi
Goldberg’s lavish home. Voight thought it would be good for an up-and-coming black actress to
meet another who had climbed the strata.
Once inside, Bello, still managing a cocktail of trauma-induced illnesses with a cocktail of drugs,
was overcome by the home, the furnishings, the company. From the living room, Whoopi spoke
to her.
“She asked us to take a seat,” Bello says. “I just sat right there, on the floor.”
She’s abandoned her salad. Her eyes are welling over. “I was mentally ill, but nobody knew it,”
she says in a desperate whisper, leaning low over the table. “It was awful. I just don’t want to
look stupid like that ever again.”

***

The students are staring down at her in this auditorium at the Georgetown University Law
Center. Bello confesses she’s intimidated.
“I’m seeing geniuses are in the room,” she says. “I imagine with all the
intelligence here, what can I, a survivor of trafficking, say?
She tells the crowd she’s working toward her bachelor’s degree, and they
applaud. But the pleasantries evaporate as Bello channels her child self, her
undeveloped mind, to explain the cognitive tools she lacked when she was
first sexually assaulted.
“All you have is toys and dolls and trucks and cars,” she says to the crowd. “I
turned from a vivacious, happy child” — she pauses — “to a confused child.”
Bello passes the microphone to her friend, Tina Frundt, director of
Courtney’s House in D.C. Frundt’s group says it has helped about 500
victims escape from the sex trade.
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“I never knew what consensual sex was,” Frundt says.
Like Bello, she is a survivor. Frundt tells the crowd the demand for adult and child prostitutes is
a dangerously blurred line. Some johns are looking for children because their relative short
amount of time on the street has yet to rob them of their looks and their health. Others might not
be searching for children, but find them. Too many don’t care either way.
With conviction and irreverence, Frundt tells the story her staff told her she shouldn’t — one she
agreed not to tell — about the time she was walking the streets at night near D.C. She was
approached by two johns who mistook her for a prostitute. Frundt told the men they had the
wrong idea. She asked where they were from.
“They said Georgetown Law,” Frundt says. “Yeah, they go to Georgetown Law.” She doesn’t let
it sink in. She jams it in. “That’s right. They’re right next to you.”
In the crowd, there is a look these speakers know well. It’s not fear, nor compassion, nor grief. It
is shame.
Bello concludes her presentation with an invitation to no one in particular. At each of these
engagements, she tells the crowd, there is a counselor on hand.
With heart-wrenching consistency, someone will come forward to confide that she, too, was
trafficked.

Moe screams with glee and pounds on the window as the car passes the Sarasota County Fair,
which seems to have been plucked from some idyllic American postcard and placed here
overnight.
The morning sun is shining but not yet beating, the breeze is still a soothing kiss against the skin,
and things are looking up for Moe, who was just promoted to grounds manager at her job, though
her tasks are still primarily limited to cleaning cages.
Moe has been watching cartoons all day from her mother’s modest yet well-decorated home.
Earlier, she was down. Because she is not using drugs, Moe has been struggling to assimilate
into her old social group.
“I’m surprised my friends accept me for who I am,” she says. “They smoke from a distance.”
But none of that matters now, as the outline of the Ferris wheel curls over the windshield,
provoking Moe to clamor and clap in the front seat, shouting like that crazy lady at Sunday bingo
or, perhaps, as a child when cotton candy and high-velocity spins and twirls and jolts are near.
“Oh my God,” she calls out, bouncing on the seat. “They’re setting up. I’m so excited. Oh, man.
I’m like a big kid.”

The trial of child sex trafficker Weylin Rodriguez tired the soul. Girls referred to only by
initials broke down on the stand. Mothers wept in the audience as the gruesome facts echoed
against the cold walls and rigid right angles of the federal courthouse in Tampa. The trial would
last eight days. If the 29-year-old defendant felt remorse, the court saw no signs of it.
Greg Christopher, the FBI agent, sat blank-faced as the defense prodded at his
witnesses, his duties nearing their end.
“Recover. Comfort. Prosecute.”
One witness testified she had lost a friend while partying in Ybor City, near
Tampa, and Rodriguez offered her a ride home in his Chrysler 300. He went by
“Rico.”
Rodriguez and an accomplice kept driving and driving until they reached Orlando,
the Knights Inn Hotel on the Orange Blossom Trail, a known prostitution track.
Rodriguez pointed a gun at her, she testified, as she pleaded to be taken home.
“He pretty much told me I was a ho, and I worked for him now,” C.G. told the
jury. She was 15.
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“He told me if I didn’t make him any money, he was going to kill me,” C.G. testified.
“What was his demeanor, emotional state?” the prosecutor asked.

“There was none,” the girl answered. “He just looked blank.”
At the motel room, the phone cords had been ripped out of the wall. Beatings were frequent, and
most girls were raped. Rodriguez recorded his abuse, branded at least one with a dollar sign
tattoo on her buttocks and posted a photo of the branding on Facebook. Rodriguez recruited two
others by promising them jobs as models, touting his modeling agency, G.M.B.
Entertainment. It stood for “Get Money Bitches.”
A yearlong investigation had reached a point these cases seldom do, a jury trial, in which all the
facts were laid bare for the public record. To spare victims the trauma of public testimony, pimps
often enjoy a swift plea bargain.
	
  
The defendant’s attorneys presented the standard defense: The prostitution was voluntary. The
girls had a choice.
A few weeks later, at the FBI headquarters in Tampa, Christopher scowls. He believes in the
order of law as priests believe in the word of God, and he believes in the right of the accused to
face the accuser. But he is heartsick.
“You’re up there and you’re watching this girl have to do that,” the agent says, “and they’re
telling this whole story. Their whole defense was that this is voluntary, which is even worse.
You’re dragging these girls through the wringer and then saying they chose to do it.”
But the evidence mounted.
“We kept identifying victims,” he says. “Once we were on to him and we knew what he was
doing, and where he was doing it, we would recover a girl and he would snag another and
another. He was working fluidly. Eighteen was the oldest.”
The agents tracked down many of the perpetrators, who paid for sex with at least seven child
victims, as they moved closer to dismantling the trafficking operation.
That Rodriguez didn’t take a plea deal, that he ensured his victims would have to face him in
court, was a testament to his hubris, Christopher says, and a testament to the nature of these
offenders in general – a testament to what it takes to beat them.
“A lot of the girls just want to be done with it,” the agent says. “A couple of them didn’t want to
testify, but deep down they knew they needed to. Others were just deathly afraid. They didn’t
want to disclose what they had done -- out of being ashamed.”
In the end, Rodriguez was found guilty. Christopher expects the defendant will pay dearly at his
sentencing. The prosecutor is asking for life.
But there is a deeper gratification in the agent’s tone.

“In this case, most of the victims came from somewhat
stable homes,” he says. “That is not normal.”
Christopher is clinging to a hope that is seldom afforded.
His witnesses are back in high school and college and with
their families.
He’s looking forward to the sentencing and the dark
chapters it will close, but he has his obligations.
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“I will show no emotion that day,” he says.
***

From the hallway of the federal courthouse in Tampa, Christopher waited for his witnesses.
The public record will remember them as D.B., N.M., E.F., and B.W. Their testimony led to the
conviction of a man on nine federal counts, including five counts of sex trafficking of children.
“I don’t think you’ll have any problem,” the agent said, “picking the victims out.”
His point was made almost immediately. They were the beautiful ones. They came shuffling in
together, in proper dresses, pantsuits, one in a North Face jacket, with long and flowing hair; one
of them with a tattoo of a faded heart; and another with a long and violent scar visible above the
nape of her blouse. One came with parents too stricken to speak.
“It’s a family reunion going on!” one of the girls joked.
Christopher greeted them with hugs and asked the one in the North Face, “How’s school?”
Good, she told him.
The defendant ambled through and sat in the middle of a team of male attorneys. Judge Mary S.
Scriven presiding.
The words of the defense sobered the room.
“They were hungry,” said Rodriguez’s attorney, Alec Hall. “They were trying to get something
to eat.”
Some of the victims performed sexual acts because they needed to eat — that’s his point. “No
one in this case was forced to do anything,” he said.
Fifty minutes in, Rodriguez was impervious, twirling a blue pen through his fingers, rocking
back in his chair, looking back now and then at the beautiful girls in the front row. Swiftly,
together, their eyes would dart to their laps.

“My daughter will never be the same,” one mother said from the stand. “She’s just now getting
her life back. I don’t want this to happen to someone else’s children, someone else’s mom.”
In five years as an assistant U.S. attorney, Stacie Harris had
asked the court for a life sentence twice. Her third time, in
what she said was the worst case she’d ever seen, she asked
for life plus 60 years.
“This defendant took pimping to a new level,” she told the
court. “He controlled what they ate, treated them like
property.”
From a diary kept by one of the victims, Harris read
aloud.
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“My life is a living a hell,” she read. “I know the day is coming that I’m going to die. If I am
dying today or tomorrow, please tell my son I love him.”
Arms linked, the four victims in the front row cried as the prosecutor finished.
In his rebuttal, the defense attorney asked for 20 years.
“There were many opportunities for each and every one of them to leave this alleged hostile
environment, and they chose not to,” Hall said in rhythmic legal dispatch. “There were numerous
opportunities to tell law enforcement, and they did nothing. There were numerous opportunities,
when Mr. Rodriguez was not even around, and they still prostituted. I know a life case when I
see one. To give this gentleman a life sentence will set a new standard.”
On March 22, Scriven set that standard and sentenced Rodriguez to life plus five years. Before
she struck the gavel, the judge offered her thoughts on the meaning of justice in this case.
“It cannot restore you,” she said.
The victims huddled in a nearby room and wept. Christopher joined them, and a few minutes
later he emerged from the room and rushed through the hallway and out of the building, hiding
tears.

From the quiet comfort of her Coral Gables bungalow, Sandy Skelaney’s tone is prickly as she
describes how such a good 2013 is giving way to what will be, in her view, a tragic 2014.
“It is disappointing to see that there’s a little bit of backsliding now,” Skelaney says. “You’re
seeing reactive policy.”
She begins at the start.
For once, the news was good. Skelaney and other advocates thought it could be the paradigm
shift they had been waiting for. So-called child prostitutes were more commonly referred to as
victims by police and prosecutors, and the efficacy of the Safe Harbor Act was soon to be tested
with the state’s first short-term safe house in Miami for sexually exploited children.
Here and everywhere, momentum was gaining. President Barack Obama acknowledged the
“evil” of the domestic sex trade in a speech and called for swift and severe penalties for
traffickers. Pam Bondi, Florida’s attorney general, pronounced this a “zero-tolerance state for
human trafficking” as her office issued a volley of press releases about trafficking arrests.
By mid-summer, an unprecedented FBI sweep crept into the national news cycle for a morning.
The numbers riveted – 105 sexually exploited children recovered, 150 pimps and others arrested
over three days. Denver, Atlanta, Detroit, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Seattle, coast to coast.
But there was perhaps no greater indication of this groundswell than an investigation released by
a Miami-Dade grand jury weeks before. In unusually conversational prose, the grand jury’s 32page report delineated the barriers – psychological, societal and political – that keep victims
from the help they need.

“The sexual enslavement of fellow human beings, the vast majority of whom are our very own
children, is a horror the likes of which we could never have imagined,” the report reads.
The words alone were telling, for if there is a court of public opinion, a grand jury of 21
randomly selected civilians could be a statistical sample. Views were changing, it seemed.
“Victims are suffering and future victims are in the wings,” the report continued. “Let us be ever
mindful that the vast majority of these victims are our children to whom we owe the highest duty
and obligation … The average age that the victimization begins is when the victim is a mere 1213 years old. We can change their future. We can give them back their dreams.”
The grand jury noted another revelation, though, which was already pitting child welfare
agencies against each other.
In April, five girls were admitted to the safe house, which the state’s top officials proclaimed a
model for the future. Within days, several of the girls had run away. One was raped while on her
own. The statistics were more than dismal; overnight, the shelter became a liability for the
Florida Department of Children and Families, which was already reeling from a spate of child
deaths and the resignation of its top official.
Ten weeks after it opened, the safe house was shut down.
In the aftermath, Skelaney resigned from Kristi House and the program she’d created. She won’t
reveal specifics, except to say: “The safe house wasn’t a failure. We just needed more time.”
Skelaney believes the shelter foundered beneath its expectations of a “miracle cure” and the
currents of Florida politics.
Skelaney and other Florida advocates say they expect a legislative battle in 2014. Though Kristi
House has abandoned the residential shelter for now, they are actively working to convince
legislators to give safe houses more time to develop.
But some child welfare agencies are publicly advocating for the mandatory lockdown of children
recovered from the sex trade. That is, something like a minimum 30 days of involuntary
incarceration.

Skelaney sits in quiet frustration as she digests the concept of mandatory lockdown. She scans
for the words, just the right ones, words that go far enough for her to “be the advocate I know I
can be,” but words that, if printed, won’t blacklist her from working with another agency in this
tightly knit profession.
“I do absolutely believe that there’s a fear issue in these potential policies,” Skelaney says. “I
also think that there’s a practicality issue. I think that if we lock them down it can be easier for
everybody.”
Skelaney is consulting for now, but she plans to speak out against the lockdown ahead of the
2014 legislative session. She wants to urge legislators to think of their own children -- how
sometimes kids stumble, maybe run away, maybe get lost or stolen. She will tell them it takes
what seems like eons for some teenagers to learn. Safety, she will tell them, isn’t imprisoning
children to keep them from running; it’s convincing them that they don’t have to run at all.
“We don’t deadbolt the doors from the inside,” she says.
***

From the dirt parking lot outside the Sarasota County Fair, Moe can smell the funnel cakes and
popcorn and can hear the clickety-clack of the kiddies’ roller coaster. She has $60 in her pocket
from her mom, which she suspects will last until her 10 p.m. curfew. Dusk is near.
“I’m like bursting out of myself right now,” Moe says outside the gates. “I can smell the fair. It’s
my happy place.”
She quiets for a moment, her jubilation giving way as she remembers when she first sought a
happy place.
“Since Charlie.”
“The fair makes me forget everything,” she says, stepping closer and closer to the Ferris wheel.
“That’s why I like it so much. It’s where I can be myself.”
She’s on the Ferris wheel now. The machine is cranking. “Oh, my God,” she says. Her face is
lighting up, and her palms are holding in a scream. There is nothing else to talk about, because
for now she is safe, and she has a job and plans for the future, and she has some cash and some
new jeans, and the Ferris wheel is turning now. She is being lifted high over this city and the
demons that beset her, and the temptations, too, and there is no judgment all the way up here.
The inertia is tickling her insides, and she just can’t hide it anymore. It’s on her face, big,
unmistakable and genuine, finally, a smile.

